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Details of Visit:

Author: rubric
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 18 Dec 2013 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07754798298

The Premises:

Private block of flats that she shares with Sophia - clean enough inside, though the shower doesn't
work properly. The bedroom itself is quite dark, with walls painted purple/near black and a lack of a
good light means that it's dingy inside if it's overcast or dark outside.

The Lady:

She's attractive enough - though the pictures are definitely buffed. Gave signs of being tired - dark
lines under eyes, and body looked run down in a particular way.

The Story:

The kissing was fine - though she needed a lot of leading, and I eventually got her to give me oral.
Which was okay - though not the deep throat that was advertised. When I went into the bathroom to
cleanup though I realised she had just dribbled my cum back onto me - which meant my pubic hair
was all glued together *eurgh* and I needed a shower

Round two I tried to have sex. It was quickly apparent that for whatever reason she wasn't keen on
taking me particularly deep - keeping her legs fairly close together at all points. Gave up and asked
for a massage. She asked me if I wanted to take a shower with about 10 minutes left. As I was
drying myself she got more animated - and talked about her various customers and how she had
one just after me.

Other down side - our activities had left a wet patch on the bedding - and if there was a guy just
after me, she didn't seem to show much hurry to change the bedding so he was going to be out of
luck.

I'll give this flat a miss from now on - as both the girls I've seen here have provided fairly poor levels
of service - especially at 120 pounds/hour.
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